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I. INTRODUCTION 
A, Definition of the Kronecker Product 
The main body of this thesis concerns the Kronecker 
products of matrices. It is possible to define the 
Kronecker product of more than two matricesj however, for 
the work presented here it will be sufficient to define 
the Kronecker product of only two matrices. The Kronecker 
product X^T of two arbitrary square matrices X and Y, 
where X is of order s, and Y is of order r, is defined to 
be: 
X* Y = 
yilX 712^ 
3^21^ ^22^ 
yir^ 
7ri2 
It is ohrvious that X* Y it Y*X except in special cases. 
Furthermore, one should not© that both X*Y and Y*X are 
square matrices of order rs. 
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B, Statement of the Problem 
1. Correspondence betneea matrices and points In apace 
It is well known that there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between all real matrices with r rows and 
s columns and all points In an rs-diiaensionel real linear 
space# In this correspondence the rs entries in any given 
matrix are regarded as the coordinates of a point in the 
rs-dimensional space. This correspondence, which is an 
isom.orphi8m with respect to addition of matrices on the 
one hand and addition of position vectors on the other 
hand, will aid in stating the problem end subsequent 
theorems. 
2. The problem 
Consider the set w of all square matrices of order n 
with real entries. Denote an element of this set by A. 
Now there exists a subset P of the set W, all of whose 
elements are of such a form that they can be factored into 
X*Y or where Y is a square matrix of order r, X is a 
square matrix of order s, and rs = n. Denote an element of 
this subset by E. Due to the one-to-one correspondence 
between matrices and points in a suitable space, one can 
consider that the subset P is represented by a set of points 
Ep which is a subset of the set of points representing 
The problem then is to ascertain how the subset IS_ is 
P 
distributed or scattered throughout the larger set 
In order to gain some insight into this problem the topo­
logical structure (Chapter II) and the density (Chapter III 
and lY) of the subset withn the whole sat ^ill be considered, 
3» Restrictions 
Only square aatricee with real entries ^ ill bs consid­
ered. This applies not only to aatrices in the set W, -which 
form the larger set, but also to the raatriees which are the 
factors of K where K is an element of ?• The factors of K 
will be denoted by J and Y. Furthermore, one need not 
consider the case in which the order of the matrices in the 
set W is a prime number# In this case either X or Y would 
have to be of order 1. Since this is the only factoriza­
tion possible, the problem is trivial^ 
Heviei? of Literature 
The amount of niaterial in the literstur® which is con­
cerned directly with the problem set forth in this thesis is 
indeed sparse. Various textbooks define the Kronecker prod­
uct, or direct product as it is sometimes called, of two or 
more matrices and then consider some of its properties. 
addition to this, one can find discussions which follow a 
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more abstract approach and consider the Kronecker product 
of various spaces.^ 
An article by Von Neumann^ is the only one that the 
author has found that seems to be somewhat rela ted to the 
problem under consideration. In this article Von Neuuann 
considers the density of the subset U{I?^X)U~^ in the set 
of all A*s where X and A are square normal matrices of 
order s and rs respectively, U is a square unitary matrix 
of order rs, and I is the square identity matrix of order 
r. Furtheiroore, A and X have bounded norms. The conclu­
sions reached indicate that the density of the subset in 
the larger set depends upon the size of r. The results 
of Von Neumann^s work seem to be irrelevant to the problem 
considered in this thesis. 
D. Motivation for the Problem 
The problem of finding the characteristic roots of a 
given matrix is still a vexing one. Approximation methods 
must be resorted to in finding the characteristic roots of 
most of the matrices which are of order greater than four. 
^See Selected References. 
2 John Von Neumann. Approximate properties of matrices 
of high finite order, Portugaliae Mathematica 3: 1-62. 
1942. 
If a given matrix K is an exact Kronecker product with 
factors X and Y, then all the characteristic roots of K can 
be determined^ frosa the charecteristic roots of X end Y. 
Since X and Y are of lower order than K, the problem of 
determining the characteristic roots of K is simplified. 
Therefore, some knowledj^s of the topological structure and 
the density of the subset Fp in the set will be valuable 
in determining the worth of an approximation method which 
uses the charaoteristic roots of a taatrix froa the subset P 
to approximate the characteristic roots of a matrix from the 
set 
C. Mac Duffee, The theory of matrices, Ergebnisse 
der mathematlk und ihrer grenzgebiete, vol, 2, no. 5, Berlin, 
Verlag von Julius Springer. 19S3. pp. 81-88, 
II. TOPOLOCrlGAL STRUCTURE 
A. The Norm 
In the previous chapter it has been pointed out that 
the set Ep is a subset of Furthermore, only those 
matrices in the set P which can be factored into ZxY or 
Y * X  w h e n  r > j ^  a n d  s > l  w i l l  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  a s  e l e m e n t s  o f  P .  
Hence, Sp is a proper subset of S^. 
In order to prove subsequent theorems it is necessary 
to introduce a norm for the matrices. The norm of e square 
matrix A of order n will be denoted by IIAll, 
1. 
Definition 2.1, IIAll- [trCAAM]" 
where A* is the transpose of A and the tr{AA*) is equal to 
the sum of the diagonal elements of AA'. 
It follows that the UAU® is equal to the sum of the 
squares of the elements of A. In terms of point sets this 
norm may be thought of as sn extension of the distance func­
tion to Euclidean space of dimension greater than three. p 
Honce, in an n"-dimensional Euclidean space one might think 
of the IIAll as representing the distance between the point 
which represents A and the origin which represents the zero 
matrix. 
B. Connectedness 
Arewise connectedness of the points in 35p will be 
discussed in this section. The usual definition for arc-
wise connectedness will be used. 
Definition 2.2. A set S is said to be arowise con­
nected^ in case every pair of its points can be Joined by a 
continuous arc all of whose points are in S, 
Definition 2.5. A ray is a set of points defined by cA 
where A is a given matrix and c is a scalar multiple of A 
which takes on all real values* 
It is obvious that every ray will pass through the origin 
and through the point defined by A* 
Lemma 2.1. If one point on a ray is an element of Ep, 
then all points on the ray belong to S * 
ir 
Proof: Let a given element of the set P be X*T where 
X is of order s, Y is of order r# and r^s^=n^ which is the 
dimension of the space* XxY defines a point in 
By Definition 2»S, the set of points defined by c(X'»Y) 
constitute a ray. Since c(X Y) = (cX Y) for all c one 
concludes that all the points on the ray, passing through the 
origin and the point representing X*Y, belong to the set lp» 
Since X, Y, r^ end s were arbitrary except for the 
condition rs=n, one need not consider the elements of P 
^Lawrence M. Graves* The theory of functions of real 
variables. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc* 1946. P»47, 
which are of the form Y-x-X. The elements of the form Y^x 
are included in the set Xx Y when all values of r and s, 
which satisfy the condition rs = n, are considered. Hence, 
the preceding theorem holds for all points in S . 
P 
Theorem 2.1. E is an arcveise connected set in p TS 
Proof: Let and pg be any two points which belong to 
Sp. By Lemma 2.1, p^ and p^ lie on rays all of whose points 
represent Kronecker products. Since the rays are formed by 
a continucus variation of the parameter c it is obvious that 
the rays form an arcwise connected set. Since the rays all 
pass through the origin, one can move along a continuous arc 
from p, into the origin and then out to p . The conditions 
1 2 
of Definition 2.2 are satisfied, thereby proving the theorem. 
The following notation will be useful in stating the 
s u b s e q u e n t  t h e o r e m s ;  P ( s , r )  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  o i l  X ^ Y  i n  P  
where r and a are fixed. The points in which correspond 
to the set P{s,r) will be denoted by Sp(s,r). 
Theorem 2.2. If the zero matrix is excluded from the 
set P, then Ep(s,r) is an arcwise connected set in E^«(0) 
where 0 is the origin. 
Proof; Let X and !.* be any two non-zero matrices of 
order s and Y and K any two non-zero matrices of order r. 
Form the Kronecker product 
K = [X-c (X-M)"^ (Y-C (Y-N)] 
where c is a scalar which varies from 0 to 1. 
On par^e 9 the proof of Theoreii S.2 is incorfiplete in 
thst one of both of the factors of K ney be zero for so.r.e 
Vc-lue of c in the intervel c ^ $1 even though X, Y, M, 
and N are different from zero. This situation arises if 
and only if i.I is a scalar nultiple of X or N is a scalar 
multiple of Y. 
In the event that either of these situations occur 
one can set up the kronecker products 
Ki = [X-C(X-IT^ [Y-C(Y-V)] 
and Ka = [U-c{U-I.:)] x [Y_c(Y-lTr) 
where U is not a scalar multiple of X or M, Y is not a 
scalar multiple of Y or LI, and U*Y is a kronecker pro­
duct of matrices vvhich is represented by a point p. As c 
f I 
varies from 0 to 1, the K3.S and KgS vi?ill be represented by 
a continuous arc from pj^ to p to pg . 
This same argument must be used to complete the proof 
of Theorem 2.3. 
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Let be the point representing X * Y and Pg the point 
representing MJ^N. AS O varies from 0 to 1_ the points 
representing the K*s will form a continuous arc between 
and Pg* Since p^^ and pg were arbitrary points, Defini­
tion 2,2 is satisfied. Furthermore, since X, Y, M, and N 
were assumed to be non-zero, K cannot be zero. Hence, the 
proposition Is proved. 
The following Lemma will be useful in proving succeed­
ing theorems; 
I I X *  Y U  =  t t X I ' U Y l l  
|!X* Yll = [tr(Xx Y) (X»Y)»]^ 
Lemma 2.2. 
Proof; 
r 2 2 • 
.e,fe i.W 
8 2 ' 
H ^11 
= 11XIV*UYI\ . 
g 
r 
1 ^Sh 
Let A be a square matrix of order n* The equation 
where B is a constant, defines a set of points in 
which lie on a hyperaphere of radius R. 
Theorem 2.3. The points of the set E (s.r) which lie 
— P 
on a given hypersphere with center at the origin in an 
r'^s -dimensional Euclidean space form an arcwise connected 
set* 
Proof! Let X*Y and M*N define two arbitrary points 
on the given hypersphere of radius R* Hencej the 
10-
aad the must equal R. As in the previous theorem 
X end M are of order s and Y and N are of order r. Form 
th© Kroneclcer product 
K= Rfa-cU-Mfl. CY-cCT^n 
iix-.c(x-.M)ii • nt-c(y-N)i\ 
where c is a scalar ^hich varies from 0 to 1. 
^hen cco, n iXy^Y)  _  
When 0 = 1, 
K =. ?U = (M*N) . 
As c varies froaa 0 to 1, the points representing the respec­
tive K*8 will form a continuous arc between the point repre­
senting X*Y and the point representing MkN, Furthermore, 
by applying Lemma 2.2 one oan see that for each value of c 
the llEtl-H* Definition 2,S is satisfied and the theorem is 
proved, 
C. Closure 
Lemma 2,5, The factors of a given Kronecker product K 
are not tinique even if the orders of the factors are fixed. 
Proof: Let X and T be two aiatrices of order s and r 
respectively. If X and Y are factors of the given taatris K, 
then cX and Y/c are also factors of IC» The scalar c oan be 
any finite nunher different frooi zero. 
It should be aientionad that there exist K:*s, in the set 
P, for which the factorization is not unique in regard to the 
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orders of the matrices which constitute the factors. For 
example, a given K of order 12 may have factors of order 
3 and 4 respectively and also factors of order 2 and 6 
respectively. 
lemma 2.4. Itor any given Kronecker product K, one of 
its factors, say X, can be chosen from the set 11X11= c where 
c is an arbitrary finite number greater than zero. 
Proof: Let In the proof of Lemma 2,3 it was 
pointed out that another factorization of K is given by 
K= foMl* feJlili' 
L«Mi\l I c J . 
Let 
X - ^  
IIMU . 
Then 
u x n=c . 
In like manner one oould have chosen the second factor, in­
stead of the first factor, to have a norm equal to c. If K 
ia the zero matrix, then one of the factors will have to be 
a zero matrix and the other factor can be chosen with arbi­
trary norm. Hence the lemma holds for all E. 
Theorem 2.4. The set of points Ep(8,r) which lie in­
side and on the unit hypersphere in an r^s^-dimensional 
li!uolidean space form a closed and bounded set. 
Proof: The set is obviously bounded since all the 
points in the set considered lie inside and on the unit 
hypersphere. 
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In order to show that the set is closed, one must show 
that every limit point of the set belongs to the set. The 
proof for closure will be carried out in terms of the mat­
rices which correspond to the given set of points. The 
matrices which correspond to the given point set will be 
those which belong to the set P(s,r) for which the IlKIItl, 
Henoe it must be shown that every matrix H which corresponds 
to a limit point in the set E (s,r) lies in the set P(s,r) 
Jtr 
and has llEll^l. The statement that a sequence of matrices 
approaches a limit means that it approaches the limit 
coordinatewise. Similar terminology will be applied to the 
factors of E. 
The first step in the proof is to show that the factors 
of any E denoted by X and Y, where X is of order s and Y is 
of order r, can be chosen from the two sets with liXll^l and 
UY\\«fl, If HEU' R where O^B^rl, then by Lemma 2*4 one can 
choose X from the set the IIXH=V1 and henoe Y will be chosen 
frcm the set IIYHsVI^. The Kronecker products of all X*s, 
withllxn^l, and all Y's, with llYlltl, will generate the set 
of all k:*8 in P{s,r) with llEIKli 
Let H be a matrix which corresponds to a limit point 
of the set S (s,r). In order to finish the proof of the 
P 
theorem, one must shown that H is an element of P{s,r) and 
that the ItHll^li Since H is a limit point in a metric space, 
there exists an infinite sequence of ICronecker products 
in the set P(s,r) which has H as its litait. Hence, for all 
i greater than some number n(e) 
IIH/I - |illH - K^llie 
where e is an arbitrarily small nutaber. It follows that 
llK^iif e irl-h e. 
Hence 
0 H ns 1 
since e can be chosen arbitrarily small. It reiaains to be 
shown that H is an eletcsnt of P{s,r), 
According to a previous argument all of the elements of 
the infinite sequence lie in the bounded set ilX^U^l. By 
the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem the infinite sequence has 
at least one limit point. Choose one of the limit points and 
*1 ^ V 
call it X. There exists a subsequence of the X , say X-^ , 
which will have X as its limit,It can be shown that the 
llXli^l in the same manner it was shown that 1. Consider 
then the infinite subsequence 
ji'x yi* i'=l,2,2,*»* . 
The sequence is a subsequence of and will also approach 
the limit H. Now the elements of the infinite sequence 
also lie in a bounded set and hence there exists at least one 
limit point for this sequence. Choose one of the limit points 
of the sequence and call it Y. There exists a subsequence 
^Graves, op. cit., p, 47, 
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of the say Y^", which vvill have Y as its limit. Using 
a previous argunent one can shov. thax the HY1\$1. Consider 
the infinite subsequence. 
4 Tf 4 f! 4 t? 
^ i =1,2,S, 
IN 4» 4» 
K and are subsequences of K and X and will also 
approach their respective limits H and X. Hence the 
lim = H, 
OO 
and 
lim Xi" 
I"-* CO 
lim Y^" 
i" CO 
= X, 
= Y. 
Since X and Y are limits of the infinite sequences 
and Y^", respectively, it follows that for all i" greater 
than some number m(q) 
!I(SXY)-(X '^'''Y^")11= 21 
s 
k,j=l g,h^l 
"(XI" + 
V l/gh 
- fl IZ r^^V+a^V^ei'di" 
k,j=l g,h=l . ^3 eh gh kj kj gh 
and hence 
ll(X*Y) - {X^"'^ Y^")l\ ^  q 
where q is an arbitrarily small positive number. Therefore, 
the infinite sequence X^ * Y^ has X*Y as its limit. Since 
-14B-
the limit of the infinite sequence ' is H, it follovvf; 
that 
H= X* Y 
and H belongs to P{s,r). This concludes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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III. DMSITT 
A« Measurement of the Density 
Consideration will now be given to the problem of 
measuring the density of the set E In the set 1 . The 
p w 
distance between a point in end a point in can be 
measured by the {tr(A-K) (A-K) = UA-Kli where the matrix 
A defines a point in and the matrix K defines a point 
in Sp. For convenience, let 
F=tr(A-K){A-E:)» , 
Suppose that for any given matrix A, one is able to deter­
mine a matrix K which minimizes F* Then there is associated 
with each A a minimimi F. If A is allowed to vary over the 
set HAil= R where H is a constant, then a set of minimum F*s 
will be obtained. The least upper bound for this set of 
minimum F*s can be regarded as a measure of the density of 
the set in the set E . 
ir W 
To formulate the problem of the minimum more explicitly 
let A bo a matrix of order n and K be a matrix which can be 
factored into where X is of order s, Y is of order r, 
and rs=n. In terms of the entries of A and K, the function 
F may be written in the form 
r s 2 
^ 'g.lri " °(g-l)s+i,{h-l)s+j^ . 
—IB— 
Since an absolute minimum F for a given A is desired, it is 
necessary to show that an absolute aiinimum actually exists. 
For a given A it will be necessary to analyze the prob­
lem of the minimum for a fixed r and s. This means that one 
is searching for a K, from the set P(s,r), which is closest 
to the given A. This is not a serious restriction since the 
number of sets P(s,r) is finite. In the final result it will 
be possible to make stateraents which involve all P{s,r). 
B. 15xistence of the Minimum 
It would be possible to establish the existence of an 
absolute minimum for the function F by applying socae theorems 
of topology to Theorem 2,4, However, a proof independent of 
Theorem 2.4 will be presented which shows the existence of an 
absolute minimum for F and at the same time justifies the 
application of the usual methods of the Calculus to its com­
putation. 
Let A be a given matrix with IIAil = R. Associate with 
this A a set S which is defined by a set of points in an 
(r^+ s^)- dimensional Euclidean space where the coordinates 
of each point of S are restricted by the inequalities 
i,j>l,2,»»»s 
-•sRiygj^^V^ g,h=l,2,...r . 
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Let the function. F described by Equation (3.1) be defined 
on the given set 3. By a well-known theorem of topology a 
continuous function on a compact topological space will attain 
an absolute minimuni.^ The function F considered here is a 
polynomial and is certainly continuous, and S is a compact 
subset of ISuclidean space. Hence the function F attains an 
absolute minimum on the set S. 
In order that the methods of the Calculus may be applied 
to the problem of detemining an absolute mlnimuta for ? it 
is necessary to show that the absolute minimiim of F, denoted 
by Riin F* can be attained at an interior point of S. 
Associate with each point in the set S a siatrix X whose 
entries will be the and a matrix Y whose entries -will 
1 J 
be the ycji*s. The Kronecker product of X and Y defines a K of 
the set P(s,r)» The problera of determining a lain F on the set 
S is equivalent to the problem of finding the K in P(s,r) which 
is closest to the given A, Consider the points on the boundary 
of S« At least one of the x^4*s or y *s must have an absolute 
i J sh 
value of vSH. Suppose one of the x,/s is such that the IJ 
Then t7?o independent cases can be considered. 
Either each y^j^ is such that thely^j^l^/OT or one or more of the 
ygj^'s is equal in absolute value to 
If each ygj^ is such that the|ygj^) < y/^, then there exists 
an e such that 
^L. Pontrjafiin. Topological groups. Princeton, 
Princeton University Press. 19S9, p. 4G« 
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{l-e)Xj^j l,j=l,8,"«s 
1 y 1. g,h = l,S,«*T 
IRI" 
will define an interior point of S. By Lemma 2.2, the boimd-
ary point and the interior point derived froa it determine 
the same K. Hence if the tnin !F is attained on the given 
boundary point, it isill also be attained at an interior point. 
The same argument can be carried throuf^h if all the 
have and at least one ygj^ has I ygj^l ~ ^  3H. 
Consider the second case in which at least one x^^^ has 
and st laast one y^j^ has ly^j^h SB. In this case 
the UXII^\/3R and the hanoe, the llK: 11 ^ 5B. The 
given matrix A, with I1A11 = R, defines a point ^hich is only R 
units away from the origin i?hich Itself represents a ^Tronecker 
product. Hence the point defined by the K which produces min 
F will be at most R units froci the point representing A, 
Therefore, the points on the boundary of S defined in this 
case could not generate a K which prodvces the min F since 
each K, generated by this set of points, ?/ould represent a 
point which is equal to or great-"r than 2R units from the 
iwint representing A, 
At an interior minimuia point one can see by taking 
plene sections that the partial derivatives must vanish. 
C. An Upper Bound for the Minimum P's 
The usual necessary conditions for F to have a minimum 
ean be found by equating to zero the partial derivatives of 
F with respect to all and all This will produce 
the following set of (r^-t-s^) equations. 
r 2 r 
^g.Sl 'g,h^i®{g-l)s+i,{h-.l)s+j ^ gh 
(3.2) 
i, j =1,2, •••s, 
2 S 
^.^1 'i.^l®(g-l)8^1,(h-l)s+j 
g,h,- 1,2,•••r. 
If F is expanded, the result is 
(3.3) 
r s 
F = 
g 1,^1 "(g-Dstt.di-Ds j 
(3i4) 
s _ 
l"{g-3) 3+1, (h-1) s+j"'gh'l j i,Fi g.^ ~ " ~ " 
* h 11 YL4I • 
g,Kl l.Fl 
The and which will make F a minimum must satisfy 
the conditions given by Equations {3,2). Denote by F^^^ the 
expression Obtained when Equations (3.2) are substituted in 
-20-
Squatlon (S,4). Then 
Let denote any K whose entries satisfy Equation (3.2). 
In terms of A and the above equation may be written 
The absolute minimum of F, denoted by min F, will be the 
smallest F^^ which satisfies Equation (3.5), Two important 
conclusions can be drawn from Equation (3.5). The first is 
that the points representing A, the closest X to A, and the 
zero matrix are the vertices of a right triangle in the 
plane of the three points. The second conclusion is that the 
point which represents the K which minimizes F will be closer 
to the origin than the point representing the given A. 
The discussion now turns to a consideration of the 
problem of finding an upper bound for the set of min F*8 that 
will be obtained when A is allowed to vary over the set 
IIAU^R, where R is constant. The least upper bound for the 
min F*8 will be denoted by the maz(min F)• 
Theorem 3.1. If the where R is a constant and 
X* Y where X is of order s and Y is of order r, then the 
(3.5) 
MALL'^ R 
21-
Furthermore, if r^s, then the equality sign will hold. 
Proof: It is oonvenient to write A in the form 
A = 
•'^ LL ^2 
^21 ^22 
. A. 
Ir 
'RL A, rr 
where each A . is an s by s bloclc. One notes that gh 
IIAII® = n « A .  I \ ® .  
G.FE SI* 
Consider the Kronecker product 
( 2 . 6 )  
K = IN 
0 O,...O, 
0 0 
9 • • 
0, 
0. 
where 
Now the 
Hence the 
.A 
gh 
.0, • 0 
p,q sl,2,'"r . 
min F i • 
2 2 
min IIAII * 
(S.7) 
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Since the IIAII is constaat the -llA„vil^) will occur 
T;5hen the "Agj^H is a niinimura; namely, when 
p,q= l,S,»-.r . 
In this cese it follovjs from Equation (5,6) that 
Hence the 
Therefore, the 
«A)L  ^= R  ^ • 
max (min F) i max(HAil^ 
IIAn=R H A « =  R 
max (min F) <. 
«A\\=R 
R  ^ -1 ,S (2.8) 
and the first part of the theorem is proved. 
To shovi that the equality sign holds if ri s, it will 
he sufficient to exhibit an example in which the max min P 
HA« = R 
is attained. 
Let 
A = 
^11 AIG, •^ IR 
hA -^ 22 
AYI- .AY J, 
nfhere each A^^^ has R/r in the row and h"^^ coliamn and 
zeros elsewhere. Then the |JAII=-R. In order to find the 
min ? one must solve Sqiiations (3.2) and (2.5) simultaneously. 
-S3-
If one substitutes the values from the matrix A into 
Jquatlon (3.2), then 
X - R 
R 2 
I- Y„V. 
g,h=l Sh 
It follows from ISqustions (3,S) that 
R 
F- 2 _ I.I^ L  ^
I.& R I^ f |L 2 12 2 f. 2 L C  ^ L- JGH g,lFl g,h=l 
(3.9) 
i=i,2,***s 
j = r+l, •»*8 
i^r+l, • • *8 
J=L,2,«««A . 
(S.IO) 
The X 's can now be eliminated from Equations (3,3) by use 
IJ 
of Equations (3.9) and (3.10). The result after substitution 
for the *. .*s in Equations (3.3) is 
2, J 
r.2 H Y, gh 
g 
R 
r 
R y GH 
' g.fc ^ 8" 
g,h= 1,2,* 'T. 
Hence Equations (3.3) are identically satisfied for all 
•alues of ygjj. Although there are many K's which satisfy 
Equations (3.2) and (3.3) it is true for all of them that 
the 
24-
HKII 
a  
gl2 n <.= I.FI g,h=l s"» .] R2 
G H^L ,U~i
7 . 
From Equation (3.5) one obtains 
min F= R® - £ 
R'^  
- (R -^3) R  ^ , 
• «2 
and the max (nin F) is attained. 
LIAN= B 
The max (min F) is a function of r, which is the order 
\IAW« R 
of Y and the IIAll. The density of Sp{s,r) in is measured 
by the magnitude of the max (min F). The question arises as 
IIAH® R 
to whether the max (min F) is reduced in magnitude by con-
BAii- R 
sidering the case where r>s. The answer is forthcoming by 
considering the matrix 
A = 
A Tl 
A. 12 
-^ 22 
IR 
rr 
-S5-
where eaoh Agj^ has R/s in the row and h^^ colvmn and 
zeros elsewhere for g,h=l,2*»»s and Agj^ equals the zero 
matrix for the remaining r^-s^ blocks. Hence theWAMsR, 
Squations (S.S) and (S.S) can be solved in the same manner 
as they were for the case ri: b. The result Is that the 
Hence the 
min F = 
max (min F) 
\IAU=R > 
SS.LL 
L 82 J 
S -^L 
L 82 
r2 (S.ll) 
If R is fixed, the smallest value that orm might pos­
sibly obtain, from Equation (3.11), for the max (min F) 
\IAll= R 
would be for the case where 8=2. The max (min F) is just 
H A U =  R  
as large, or larger, in this case as in the case r= 2. Henoe 
the magnitude of the max (min F) is not reduced by taking 
II ALL = R 
r > s. 
Theorem S.l does not tell one what particular s and r 
should be used for any given A with liAii=R or equivalently it 
does not tell one in which subset Sp(s,r) of the set one 
will find the point which represents the closest Kronecker 
product to A. Theorem 3.1 does say that for certain A with 
IIAllsR, which are the same distance or further from the closest 
Kronecker product than any other A with IIAIUR, the point or 
points representing the closest Kronecker product will be 
found In the set Sp(n/q,q) where q is the smallest integer 
-26-
greater than 1 which divides n. 
One can also deduce from Theorem 2.1 that the density 
of the set Ep in the set decreases as one moves away from 
the origin since the max (min F) varies as the 
11111= R 
Inspection of Sqijations (3.2) and (3.3) shows that if 
X*T gives a min F for a given A, then c(X* Y) will give the 
zain F for oA, Hence as one moves out on the ray cA, tha 
min F increases. 
-27-
IV, COMPUTATION OF THE MINIMm! F 
A. The Case Where A is of gven Order 
The results of Chapter III do not give a constructive 
method for finding the min F for a given matrix A except in 
a few isolated cases. The problem of solving simultaneously 
2 2 the r + s equations, which were derived by setting all the 
partial derivatives equal to zero, seems to be an almost in­
surmountable task if one allows freedom in the choice of r 
and s. However, solutions will be presented here for special 
cases where r~2, and A Is suitably restricted. 
Let A be of order 8s and for convenience let 
Y I = Y I I ,  Yz'Tiz' ^3=^81' 
If one desires to find the K- X* Y, where X is of order s and 
Y is of order 2, which minimizes F, then a simultaneous sol­
ution must be found for Equations (3.2) and (3.3). They may 
be exhibited as follows: 
4 2 
^^1^®  ^ *13' ®IJ I^^ ®I, J+S^2*®I+S,/3*®I+S, JI-S^4 
1,J = 1,2,••"S 
BP S 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
-F®.— 
6 2 S 
S 2 S 
The first step in eliminating the *^/s from this system 
• V 
of equations is to multiply through by y^ in Equations (4.3), 
(4.4), and (4,5). A substitution from Equation (4.2) into 
Equations (4.S), (4.4), and (4.5) will produce the system; 
h (4.6) 
s s 
8 S 
7J, Y1 *'It m ^ (4.8) 
^ i.Fi IJ 13 n.lPl l»si3<-s IJ 
The following notation will be useful in the next step in 
eliminating the 3c> .*8* I-ot 
 ^J 
8 o 5» s 
R-i. = ZZ (a-a )| S =: 2!Z a® J 
" L,FL 12 1,^ 1 1} 1.3-»A , 
®ia j , ®i4" , 
S S 
^23= ^^ i ,  j+s®i ts ,  j  ,  ^24^^ ^  ai» j ts®i+s, j *s  ,  
J <3 ^  J V * 
and 
8 
If the value for each as given by Equations (4.1) is 
substituted in HJquations (4.6), (4I,7), and (4,8), then the 
resulting system will be: 
g 2 
®I2^Y2"YI^ '^ %2YIY2"^23YIY3"224YIV®I3Y2Y3'^ '\4Y2Y4 ^  ° 
2 2 
s (y -y )-s yy+R yy-S yy+s yy+s yy-0 (4.10) 
13"^1 23"^r2 13*^r3 34^r4 12^2^3 14^3^4 
2 2 S (y -y )-»S y y -S v y +R y y +S y y +S y y =0 (4.11) 
14 ^^4 h 24V2 34^ r 3 I4V4 12^2-'4 13^3^4 ^ ' 
The y_*s which produce a min F will be found among the 
s 
solutions of the system described by Sqisations {4.9}, (4.10), 
and (4.11). At this point one hesitates to go on to find all 
solutions for this system of homogeneous quadratic equations in 
the 7g*s» However, if suitable restrictions are put on the 
matrix A, all the solutions for this system can be found with 
a minimum amoimt of effort. 
B. The Diagonal Block Case 
A general method for finding the mln F will now be pre­
sented for the case in which the given matrix A is restricted 
to be of the form 
"" A,. A_ 
A = 11 IS 
^21 ^22 
30 
where each A . is an s by s block and in particular all the 
gh 
entries of and are zero. As Indicated in Section A of 
this chapter, the only factorization of K=X*Y to be considered 
will be that for which the order of X is s and the order of Y 
is 2* 
Any solution of Equations (4.1)-(4.5) which has all 0 
or all y =0 will produce a K equal to the zero matrix. By 
S 
the arguments presented in Theorem 3,1, this solution can immed­
iately be ruled out as a possibility for producing a min F. 
An examination of Equations (4.3) and (4.4) reveals that 
since 
Jg- Tg- 0 (4.12) 
a .  .  n a  = 0  i ,  j  =  1 , 2 ,  •  • ' s .  
i,Jts i+s,j 
Hence, Squations (4.9) end fl.lO) are satisfied and Equation 
(4.11) becomes 2 2 
SL4Y4*®14V4-®14YI' 0-
The solution for Equation (4.13) is 
^4=^1 
®®14 
 ^0. (4 .14) 
The special cases in which either S or B , or both, equal 
14 14 
zero will be considered later. 
It will be demonstrated now that one need not compute the 
Xij*s to find the min F. The K which produces a min F must 
satisfy Equations (4.1) and (4.2). By use of Equations (4.1), 
one can show that the min F must satisfy the equation 
«gl-
F = IIAIR - ( 
g 
2  ^ » p 
i ,J= l  
(4,15) 
By use of Equation (4.2), th© eliminated from 
Equation (4,15) and the result is 
p„ = iiAir BL " ifjn'iJ" n '®i2V®i3V=i4y4'-
Eence a Icnowledge of the y *E is sufficient to determine the S 
min F since it will be the smallest F that can be obtained M 
from the sets of yg*s that satisfy the system of Equations 
(4.9)-(4.11). 
For the diagonal block case considered here the values 
for Fjj^ are given by 
F_= h 
m 
T- / 2 2 . ,_2 A 
^ ® 1 ®i+ S, j* S ^+' ^ ^^14 ^ 
Since these are the only two values that must be considered 
for F^, it is obvious that a choice of the minus sign gives 
R S 
(4.17) 
The complete solution for the yg*s anc which pro­
duces the min F will be given by 
Y2-Y3=O, 74= YI 
2 2 
.E14+ (B^^T 483^4) 
~ 
(4,18) 
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and (4«18) 
i,j= 1,2,•• X4 4 S  ^IJ Y 
2a ^ a^j 
Note that when one forms the product K-X*-Y a unique K will 
he determined since will divide out. 
Equation (4.13) will now be considered In greater detail. 
Three special cases arise. 
Case 1, ^14 ~ 
In this case y^=t y^^* A substitution of this result into 
Equation {4,16) gives 
s 
1 , J-X 
If S, . > 0, then y^ = y, will determine the min F. If S <. 0, 
14 4 1 14 
then y^^ -y^ will deteimine the min F. 
Case 2. 
Equation (4.IS) will be 
S_ zi 0, R. . 0. 
" 14 14 
%4-V4=0-
The criterion for choosing the solution which yields a min F 
dex)endB on whether R ^  0, If B ^  0, then y. = 0 will pro-X4  ^
duce the min F. If ^ 24^ ~ 0 will produce the 
min F. As mentioned previously, the case where both y and 
1 
y^ equal zero need not be considered. 
Case S. S_ . » 0# S_ , zs 0. 
——— 
•53-
In this case liquation {4.13} is satisfied for all values 
of and Equation (4.16) gives 
min F = fl a2 ^ f- a2 
I,M I,J=L . 
since R,^ = 0. 
14 
It should be mentioned that this is the case in which 
the max (min F) will be attained for the set of A*s eon« 
LLAIL'R 
sidered in this section. It can be shoisn that for this set 
of A*s in diagonal block fomthat the 
max (min F)_ 
nAll= R E 
In this case „ r. s « 
R3 = „A,I2 = GY- ^2 
i,J=l ^  
and hence the max (min F) is attained. 
1IA11= R 
Furthermore, in Case S an infinity of K*s will be found which 
all produce the min F. 5br all other cases the K which deter­
mines the min F will be uniaue. 
C. The Symmetric Case 
The problem of detennining min F when A is a symmetric 
matrix of order Ss will now be considered. The only factor­
ization of K to be considered will be that for which the 
order of the factor Y is 2. Thus, the equations derived in 
Section A of this chapter can be used for finding the y 's 
S 
34-
which determine a min F. 
Since A=A', it follows that 
'^ 2  ^^5' "'24"  ^ ^S4* 
Equations (4,9)-{4.11) beeonie: 
O 2 
Si2(r2-yi)^-Rigyiy2-S2gy3^y3-Sg^y^y^»Sigygy5tS^^ygy4= 0 (4.19) 
SijIys-yij-SggyiyEtBj^gyj^yg-Sg^yiy^+Sigygyg+Si^yjy^ = 0 (4.20) 
Si^lyl-y^j-Sg^y^yg-Sg^yiyj-R^^y^y^tSi^ygy^^S^gy^y^ =0. (4.21) 
The complete set of solutions for Kquetions (4.19}-(4,21) can 
be obtained in the following manner. 
If one subtracts Equation (4.20) from Equation (4.19), 
the result is 
The problem can not^ be divided into two parts as one considers 
the result of setting ecch factor, equal to zero. 
Case 1. yg= yg. 
If one substitutes 7^= y into Equations (4.19)-(4.£1), 
the left hand sides of Equations (4.19) and (4.20) will be 
identically equal. The result of the substitution produces 
' ["'L2-^ 23'V\4^4]'^ 2-=^12='?-W4= ° 
and 
'V^S' 
S y2 + 
14 4 
R y +2S y 
14 1 12^2 
-25' 
If one solves "Squetion (4.23) for y in terms of y and y , 
2 1 4 
the result is 
- ItR -S )y +S y 1+ \/^ 
L ^ 12 25^R 14^4J~ ^ 
4S 12 
where 
Q = 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(H -S )2-I-8S^ y^+sFs (B -S )+4S S ly y tS^ y^. 
: 12 23' 12J ^ 1 Li4 12 23' 12 24] V4 14^4 
The result of substituting this value of y in Equation (4,24) Ct 
is 
S S y 4. 
12 14^4* 
S S -S (R -S )+2S R ly y 
.14 24 12^ 12 23' 12 14j 4 (4.27) 
+ rs (R -S )«-2S S ly2"''{S y -S r ) \Fq~0, 
124 12 23' 12 14^1-^12^4 24^l'^ 
The equation produced by transposing the term involving the 
radical and squaring both aides of Equation (4.27) can be 
simplified by using the notation: 
T = S S -S S 
1 12 24 14 23 
T = S (R +S )-S S 
2 24^ 12 23' 12 14 
After the proper algebraic manipulations are carried out, 
Equation (4.27) becomes 
+ fe T -S T -2S T -2S (S^ )-2S S R 
L14 3 14 2 24 1 12 24 12 12 23 
+ pS T -R T -2S T -2S (S^ -S^ )+2S S R 1y^ 
^ L 14 3 14 2 12 1 24 12 24 23 24 Uj 1 
14 2 24 1 
y3 = o. 
1 
(4.28) 
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Since this is a cubic equation, a real solution for 7^/7-^^ 
or 71/74 T»ill be guaranteed. If one chooses to solve 
Equation (4#28) for 7^/7-^t then a substitution of the roots 
into Equation (4.25) will give the solutions for yg and y^. 
One notes that yg, y^i and y^ will be linear homogeneous 
functions of y^ and that there can be at most three distinct 
solutions. As shown previously, it "ssill not be necessary to 
compute the order to find the min F. 
Case 2, S^g (^ ^ ^12"'' ®2S ^ 3^1" ° * 
A substitution of this linear equation into Equations (4.1^)-
(4«S1) will produce the equations 
(4.20) 
The values of the T*s have been defined previously. One solu­
tion for the y 's will be 
g 
~  ® 1 2 ^ 1 4 ^ 4  ~  ( 4 . 3 1 )  
This solution will al^5ays have to be checked in Equations 
(4.1)-(4.5) since it may be an extraneous solution introduced 
when Equations (4.3)-(4.5) were multiplied by y^. 
Equations (4.29) and (4.30) will have a second solution 
if, and only if 
T^VTgTg^O. (4.S2) 
If this condition holds, then the solution for the y *s 
-V/'S-
and (4.23) 
^4'! S,,T, 
'14N 
^1 
It seems to be an almost impossible task to determine 
which of the possible five solutions presented for the sym-
metriG case will give the min F. However, it is possible 
to exhibit the F *s for each solution.; hence, for any given 
!SL 
problem the smallest F would be the min F« 
M 
For Case 1 the F^ is foimd by first solving Equation 
(4,27) fortj/Q and then by a substitution of this value in 
Equation {4.25) one can find an expression for y^ and 
in terms of y and y^ which is free of radicals. By use of 
1 4 
Equation (4.16) one obtains 
S S y (S +S S S -S^ S ) 
9 ^  P. . 14 24 .1^ 14 24 12 24 14 12 14 
F -||Air-T~ a? * +-^~-— + 1 
m i*^sl i+8»J+8 12 S2 y -S S y 
12^4 12 24^1 
(4.S4) 
where is root of 3qv.8tic2. (4.28) • 
For Case 2^ the F for the solution given by Equations 
M 
(4.31) will be 
F = II All^ - T" a^ + fii 
M 1^=1 S 
%4^24 (4.35) 
12 
-S8«-
Tho other solution given by Equations (4.S3), which 
exists if and only if will have 
F = 11A1»2 - f~ a? +S„ . (4.K6) 
® iTT=l 
If the aiin F would always be found in the set of 
defined by Squation (4,S4), then a symmetric K would always 
be closest to a syrametric A for the particular factorization 
of K which has been considered in this chapter. This follows 
from the fact that if y = y , then s: = x and IC will be sym-CJ C 1 J JL 
metric. The author has been unable to show that a symmetric 
A will always have a symmetric K closest to it; however, this 
may be true. An inspection of Equations (4.18) shows that 
the projKJSition is true for the diagonal block case presented 
in Section B. 
D, numerical Szample 
The min F for a given symmetric matrix would be computed 
in the following caanner. 
Let 
-39-. 
Then the coefficients in Ti!quations (4.19)-(4.21) will be: 
^14 ~ ®lg""*^ 
S - - 2  S = 1  S - 2 .  
14 23 24 
The T*s will be 
0, TgsO, ®nd -1, 
CASE 1. YG= Y .^ 
Bquatioa (4,25) will be 
YJL^AY^JIOY^-SY^) . 
^2= "3= =5 
and Squatioa (4.23) Tsill be 
3 2 
- -2Y^ -^«YIY4= 0. 
Equation (4.27) must be used to match the solutions properly. 
The three aolutions for the y will be 
E 
Y2=Y2=-YIF (4 .37)  
YGS Y3= -Y^T Y4 =  7^, (4.S8) 
7^- 74= 0. (4.39) 
Case 8. - (YG-^ Y )^ "^ Y *^ Y^  ^= 0• 
The solution given by Equations (4.31) will be 
''^^4* ^1= (4.40) 
Since Tj^T^-TgTgsO, the other solution must also be considered. 
Equations (4.33) give the solution 
40-
The respective for "fehe solutions given in Equations 
(4,57)-(4,41) will l3e 5+2^5, 6-3^, 9, 10, and 9. Hence 
Equation (4«38) gives the solution for the y *s which produces G 
min F = 6-2>/5, 
and the closest K will be aymaietpic. 
41^ 
, IirL:ZBi'I^i;;TATIONS AND i.PI^LICATIOH^ 
A. Another Interpretation of f 
Let 
A = 
\l ^2 Ir 
"^21 "^22 
» 
• • 
• • 
A A 
rl rr 
where each A . is an s by s block. Previously, the matris: A 
2 2 
represented a point in r s -diaiensional Euclidean space. It 
2 is also possible to interpret A as representing r points in 
an s^-dimensional Euclideen space vfhero each A^^^ represents 
one point. The rsatrii 
K =  X * Y  -
^11  ^ ^12  ^
y X y X 
21 28 
y ,2: 
•'rl 
,y X 
Ir 
y X 
rr 
where X is of order s, will also represent r"^ points in an 
2 9 8 -dimensional Euclidean space. Furthencore, the r® points 
defined by K will all lie on the ray cX* If y^^^ is chosen 
"•42«' 
so that a line joining the point representing to the 
point representing will be perpendicular to the ray 
cX, then the square of the distance between the point re­
presenting Agjj and the ray oX is 
S 2 
1^=1 ^ {g-1) s t i, {h-1) si-j ^ 
If this procedure is carried out for all then the stm 
of the squares of all the distances is equal to the function 
P defined by Equation (5,1). 
The problem of determining a min F is equivalent to the 
problem of determining a line through the origin such that 
the sum of the squares of the distances from the r^ given 
points to the line will be a minimum. The K=X'^Y which 
produces a min F will define points on this line. The 
coordinates of these points will be given by JTgj^X; 
g,h-l,2,*-T. 
B. Application to Ellipsoid of Inertia 
1. Relation of T to the moment of inertia 
Let r^ particles each with unit mass be located at 
p 
given points in an s -dimensional space. The moment of in­
ertia of the particles with respect to a ray defined by 
cX will be equal to the function F. The moments of inertia 
of the particles with respect to all lines (or rays) 
-45-
through the origin will determine an lUllipsoid of Inertia.^ 
Let I be the moment of inertia with respect to an arb­
itrary line through the origin and let p be the distance 
from the origin to the point where the line intersects the 
Ellipsoid of Inertia. It is known that 
I= L/P .^ 
Since F=I, the reciprocal of the square root of the mln F 
will be equal to the length of the cenii-major axis of the 
Sllipsoid of Inertia. The K which determines the min F will 
give the direction of the major axis. 
Ignoring the collinear case a unique positive definite 
symmetric matrix H is associated with each "Sllipsoid of 
Inertia, Hence every given matrix A determines a unique H. 
However, it is not true that every given positive definite 
symmetric H will determine a unique A. In fact, not every 
positive definite symmetric H will determine an Sllipsoid of 
Inertia.^ Prior to presenting a discussion concerning this 
fact, it will be advantageous to introduce new notation. 
There will be no loss of generality if one considers the 
matrix A to be diagonal and demotes it by A^. This enables 
one to use A^ to represent r points in an s-dimensional 
William F. Osgood, Mechanics,' New York, The Macmillan 
Company, 1948, p. 192. 
D, MacMillan, Dynamics of rigid bodies. New York 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 19S6. p. 40. 
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space. The first s diagonal entries of A. will represent 
a 
one point, the second group of s elements will represent 
the second point* The correspondence is continued so that 
the last s entries ^ ill represent the r"^^ point. In brief, 
disg(• • .Apj.) where Ag^ is a diegonal matrix and 
will represent the point. 
Let the entries of be determined by the vectors: 
'^ 1= 
b 5 i { b  b  • • • b  )  
2 ^ 21, 22, 2r' 
Where •••-b^g). 
and finally A = diag{b, b •••b ). For this ordering of 
the entries of A, the matrix A represents r points in an 
d d 
s-dimensional space. If one considers another ordering such 
-k jk 
as that given by the bj*s in which the entries of each b^ 
giTe the coordinates of a point in an r-dimensionel space, 
then the matrix A^ may also be considered to represent s 
points in an r-dimensional space. This duality principle 
must be kept in mind in the discussion which is to follow. 
The correspondence between A^ and a positive definite 
symmetric H of order s can now be exhibited by the equations 
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(5.1) 
and 
if J = l|2,''»s. (5.2) 
I<J 
Equations (5»1) define the moments of inertia about the co­
ordinate axes and Equations (5.S) define the negatives of the 
products of inertia. The matrix H = (hj,^) where hj^j—hjj|^. 
It is quite obvious that a given will determine a 
a 
unique H. The answer to the question, "Which positive def­
inite symmetric matrices determine Sllipsoids of Inertia/' 
will now be considered. 
2» Positive definite syinmetric siatrlces which determine 
Ellipsoids of Inertia. 
The problem of determining which H*s represent Sllip­
soids of Inertia is equivalent to determining when Equations 
(5.1) and (5.2) have a simultaneous solution. Instead of 
considering all H*s, it is sufficient to consider all D's 
where each D = diag(d2^^dg^,,,dg) with dj^O; l=l,2,»*»s. 
This simplification results from the fact that for any given 
H, there exists an orthogonal matrix 0 such that 0'H0= D. 
The entries of D are the characteristic roots of H. 
Consider the set of equations 
J = 1,2, •• "S (5.3) 
and 
i, (5.4) 
The conditions on the d/s which insure e solution for J 
the b^*s; i=l,2,**»s will now be determined. One notes that 
the bj^'s which represent a solution are found in an r-dimen-
sional space* 
In Equations (5.3), add together all equations except the 
one which has d^ on the right hand side. The result will be 
s ^ -A. s 
(s-l)b b'+ (8-2) lib b*-f~d 
J J I=X 1 ^ 1=1 
I^ J I*J 
(5.5) 
Multiply the equation which contained ^7 s-2 and add to 
Squation (5.5). Then it follows that 
 ^  ^ (S::!) "I: AI-(S-2)AJ L"* JL 
l,2,»«»s. (5.6) 
Now is equal to the square of the length of the vector 
—I 
bj; hence, one obtains the conditions 
s 
JZ D.-(S-S)D,>  ^0 
1=1 ^  ^ 
L,2,"»S< (5.7) 
Non-zero solutions can be obtained for all b^; j = l,2,»«»s 
in Equations (5.4) if and only if they are all mutually per­
pendicular. In an r-dimensional space there can be at most r 
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mutually perpendicular vectors. If r<s, then s-r of the 
b 's must be zero vectors in order to have a simultaneous 
J 
solution for Equations (5,4)• In terms of the conditions 
of Inequalities (5.7) this means that the equality sign 
must hold for at least s-r of the conditions. 
By applying the duality principle, one can nov? answer 
the original question. Let r be the ntmber of given points 
and s the dimension of the space. If r s, then only those 
H'8 whose characteristic roots satisfy the conditions 
will represent Ellipsoids of Inertia. If r<s, then the 
equality sign must hold for s-r of the above conditions. 
Hence for any given which represents r points in an s-
dimensional space, there will be an H whose characteristic 
roots must satisfy the above conditions. 
3, Bounds for the HHII 
iyi upper and lower bound for the llHll in terms of the 
liA^ll will now be determined. A lower bound is determined 
first. 
s 
XI d -(s-2)d >/ 0 
TRI 1 J 
I+J 
J = 1,2,*"S 
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IIEII® =ZZ (Z + ZI HF,. 
FI 1^ 1  ^  ^ 171=1 
I*J 1*3 
One can rearrange the first term and drop the second term on 
the right side to obtain 
 ^ (S-L)(N B B')^  - 2 FZ (5.8) 
1-1 I I I,J=L I I  ^ J i<2 
The inequality 
s JZ (T.B. . B.B,)«^0 
1,3=1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i<j 
leads to the inequality 
_P, _j ^  t . 2 -* -» » -» -a t 
(s-1) (f^ b.b ) ^  bT^ (b.bj{b.b.). (5.9) 
B 1=1 i»J=l ^ 
If one replaces the second term on the right hand side of 
Inequality (5.8) by the left member of Inequelity (5,9), then 
8>. 
but, 
UA 8  ^
hence, 
D" 
U H R  S  L § Z I I  \\A \f, 
 ^ T/S ^ 
In order to obtain an upper bound for UHtl, one can make 
use of the fact that the trace is invariant under an 
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orthogonal transformation. Hence, 
tr H= tr(O'HO) - tr D. 
It follows that 
®I= 
Since the \1DU = 11HII, one concludes that 
211 S 2.1 
i 1 ^  
8 
^h^^>^llHn, (5.10) 
From Equation (5.1) one obtains 
(8^1)IIAJl^=fZ liii' (5.11) 
d j=i JJ 
The result of combining Equation (5.10) and (5.11) is 
(S-DLLA^N^ ^ 11 HI). 
a 
Thus, one is lead to conclude that 
(s-l)llA^l\2 >/ llHll > (s-DlU l\^. 
<1 / ~ " n 
/i 
4. Polar moments of Inertia of A 
If, as before, one considers a unit mass to be concen­
trated at r points of an s-dimensional space, then the moment 
of inertia of the r particles with respect to the origin is 
equal to (lA.ll^. This is known as the polar moment of inertia D 
and usially designated by Iq. Hence, 1^ = llA^||2, 
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It can be Bhavn that the square of the length of the 
semi-major axis of an Sllipsoid of Inertia isill be equal 
to 1/dj where d^= min d is the smallest characteristic root 
of H. It was observad previously that the square of the 
length of the semi-major axis was equal to min F. Hence, 
for a given A^, it follows that 
min F=inin d. (5.12) 
If ||A^)\=R, where R is a constant, it can be shown by 
the same argument as used in Theorem 3.1 that 
max (min F)^ {r-l)R^. (5.15) 
WA.W - R ^ r CI 
From Equation (5.12), it follows that the 
max (min F)= max (min d) 
IIA^ll-R |IA^1I=R (5.14) 
A combination of Equations (5,13) and (5.14) together with 
previous statements leads to the following remark. 
Remark 1. Consider the set S of all sets of r points in an 
s-dimensional space whose polar moments of inertia are 
S P 
R , where R® is a constant. There will be associated with 
the set S a set T of positive definite symmetric matrices. 
For all H*s in the set T th® 
max (min d) <. (r-l)R^. 
UA.I\- R " r A 
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C. Decomposition of A into a Sum of Kronecker Products 
A 
Let 
A = 
^11 ^12' 
^21 ^22 
.A Ir 
A. 
rl. rr 
Throughout this thesis the primary concern has been to 
find a Eronecker product E which is closest to a given matrix 
A. It can easily be demonstrated that any matrix A can be 
written as the sum of a finite nmber of F^s. Hence one might 
ponder the problem of finding the siinim.ua distance between a 
given A and the sum of two or more Certain aspects of 
the original problem would be lost since the sum of two or 
more Kronecker products need not be a Kronecker product. The 
author has not made any detailed study of the problem of the 
decomposition of A into a sum of K*8, but in the light of the 
previous work in this thesis a number of comments can be made. 
p 
The interpretation of the siatrix A as representing r*^ 
2 points in an a <-dimensional space and the resulting closest K 
as giving the points on a ray which determine a rain P, as dis­
cussed in Section A of this chapter, leads to s comment in the 
regard to the decomposition of A into K's. It is implicit in 
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the discussion in Section A that the vectors foraied when 
one considers the matrix where is the closest K to 
A, will all lie in a space of (s^-1) or less dimensions. This 
follows from the fact thst all vectors of (A-E ) will be 
JL 
perpendicular to a certain ray. If one determines the closest 
K, say Kg, to (A-K^^) then the r^ vectors (A-E2_)-Eg will all 
lie in a space of (s^-2) or less dimensions. After (s^-1) 
steps in this process the r^ vectors 
A*"K^—K2'~KG— • • • •"KG2_]_ 
will either all lie on a ray or be zero. If they lie on a 
ray then one can determine K _ such thet it will be eo^ual to 
the above expression in which case 
A = K x +  ^ 2 *  '  •  •  •  ( 5 . 1 5 )  
If all the vectors are aero, then K «= 0. The conclusion is 
that for any given A and for any specified orders of the 
factors of K, one can always write J\ as the sum of at most 
G 
s Kroneeker products. 
Another decomposition of A results when one writes 
0  0 . . 0 . . 0  
0 0 • 
A = 
S 0 . 
0 » « « *  0 A * 0  
(5.16) 
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since each matrix in this sum. will be a Kronecker product. 
By this process one can alvfays write A as the sum of at most 
Kronecker products. 
Remark 2. A matrix A of order n can always "be V7ritten as the 
sum of n or less distinct K*s, 
liSt r and s be the factors of K". Then rs=n. If r^ s, 
the n  u s e  t h e  d e c o m p o s i t i o n  g i v e n  b y  E o ^ u a t i o n  ( 5 . 1 6 ) .  I f  r > s ,  
then use the decomposition shown in Equation (5.15). In the 
first case r^ ^  rs=ii, and in the second case s^<rs-n; 
hence, the remark is true. 
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VI. S-DI'®!A.BY 
Consider the set W of all equore n:atrices of order n. 
Each matrix A will represent a point in an n^-dimensional 
Euclidean space. Let the set of points represented by all 
matrices of osjdeT n be denoted by There exists a sub­
set of W all of rfto^e elements can be written as a Kroneeker 
product K=-X*Y, The set of points represented by the 
matrices in this subset of W is denoted by Sp. The topo­
logical structure and the density of the set Ep in the set 
is considered in this thesis. The function F=tr(A-K){A-K)• 
w 
is used as a norm for the distance between a point in and 
a point in Ep. 
A study of the topological structure of the set in 
the set in is made In Chapter II. It is found that the 
points in Ep form an arcwise connected set. One obtains a 
subset Sp(s,r) of the set Bp when the orders, r and s, of 
the factors of K are fixed. It Is shown that the set of 
points Sp{8,r) which lie on a given hypersphere form an arc-
wise connected set. The final result in this chapter is that 
the set of points Ep(s,r) which lie inside and on a unit 
hypersphere form a connected, closed, and bounded set. 
The density of the set E in the set is considered 
in Chapters III and IV. It is shown that for the set of A*s 
in the set W for which iiAU = R, where R is a constant, the 
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max (min F) < (r^-P'R^ 
HAll=R " ^ 
where r is the order of the matrix Y in the Kronecker pro­
duct K= X* Y and min F is the absolute minimum of F for a 
given matrix A. The max (min F) is used as a measurement 
NALL= R 
of the density of the set in the set In Chapter lY 
the computation of min F is demonstrated for the case where 
Y is of order 2 and A is of even order. Results are obtain­
ed for the ease where A is symmetric and for the case where 
A consists of two square blocks down the diagonal and zeros 
elsewhere. 
In Chapter Y  a given .-netrix A of order rs is interpreted 
to represent r^ points in an s^-dimensional space. It is 
pointed out that the problem of determining a K which produces 
a min F is equivalent to the problem of finding a ray through 
the origin such that the sum of the squares of the distance 
of the given r^ points to the line will be a minimim. Comments 
are made which show the relation between the given matrix A, 
the function F, the lilllipsoid of Inertia, and the positive 
definite matrix H which is associated with the Ellipsoid of 
Inertia. Bounds are obtained for the IIHU in terms of the llAtt. 
Finally, a number of decompositions of A into e sum of 
Kronecker products are shown. 
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